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FOREWORD

This is a discussion paper published inforiually by
the Talnpere University of Technology, Institute of
Water and Environmental Engineering (TtJT/IWEE).
This paper is based almost exclusively on the
literature review, and it will be available only
in English.

The focus of environiuental sanitation in this
context is on-site sanitation in the Third World
Countries. Especially the experiences during the
InternatJLonal Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation
Decade (]:DWSSD) 1981—90 are discusseð. Because the
achievements regarding the sanitation service
coverage and the use of the constru~ted facilities
during the Decade have been rather modest, the
iinprovements will be required also in this sector,
if the intended goal health for all by 2000 is
to be met:.

This paper has been written particularly for the
further development regarding the externally
supported community sanitation programmes. The
final draft of this paper has been distributed to
the part:icipants of the Finnish International
Development Agency (FINNIDA) seminar on
environmental hygiene improveinent on the 4th of
October ].989 in Espoo, Finland.

Finally, I wish to express my gratitute to the
colleagues in TUT and in FINNIDA, whose comments
have greatly improved this paper.

Tampere, 12 January 1990

Jarmo Hukka
Researcher
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1 BACKGROUND

UMBAN

WATEM BUPØLY

Once upon a time, a inonkey and a fish were
caugrht up in a great flood. The iuonkey, agile
and experienced, had the good fortune to
scra,mble up a tree to safety. As he looked
dow]1 into the raging waters, he saw the fish
stru.ggling against the swift currents. Filled
with the desire to help his less fortunate
fellow—creature, he reacheð down and scooped
the fish from water.
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Figure I. Water supply and sanitation. Global
coverage in 1970, 1975, 1980 and 1983.
(WHO 1986).
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So]netiiues the achieveinents in the sanitation
sector (Figure I) may resemble the story above,
but the whole picture is somewhat different:

Accordinçr to Lewis (1989) the speed of health
iinprovements in the developing countries is
unprecented in hu1nan history. For instance, it
took bet;ween 50 and 70 years to halve infant
mortality rates in the West, yet the same
ilnprovemant took only 25 years in the developing
couritries. Investiuents in education, water supply,
sanitation and the control of tropical diseases
have playeð a inajor role in this achievement.

Caldwell (1986, cited by ~ryant 1988) has exainined
the characteristics of the exceptional progress in
health development in soine couritrjes e.g. in Costa
Rica, in Sri LarLka, and in the State of Kerala in
India. He states that unusual low mortality can be
achieved ín the following conditions:

1. There is a reasonable level of feinale
education and sufficient female autonomy.

2. The society is of a kind that generates a
continuing political activity.

3. There is ready access to health services.

Nag (1988) also pointed out that although Kerala
has lagged behind the other Indian states in
industrialization, incoiue, arid urbanization, it
has the lowest mortali,ty and fertility levels in
India.

The message is quite clear: the iinproved health
conditions • are not necessarily economic
developinent spin-offs. The better health can be
achieved, if appropriate measures are introduced
and proinoted.

The objective of environmental sanitation should
be the overall iinr~rovement in the coinmunity~
physical environinent (houses, yards, sanitation
facilities) to make the conditions more hygienic.
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This could be done by proinoting improvement of
health a.nd community development (multisectoral
approach: health; agriculture; education; water
and sanitation~ housing; industry) not by
providing only physical infrpstructure (sectoral
approach).
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2 BENEFITS OF IMPROVEDENVIRONMENTALSANITATION

Lewis (1989) stated that critical to improveinents
in health care is expanded investi~ient in
infrastructure clean water supply and sanitation
are the inain areas where iinproveinent is needed in
the next century.

According to hiin cures for communicable diseases
are essential but inadequate, because they cannot
prevent repeated infections. Most of the diseases
which prevail in developing countries when water
supply and sanitatiori are deficient are infectious
diseases caused by bacteria, protozoa, viruses or
worins.

Sanitation is an important intervention in disease
control since the water and sanitatiori related
disease causing organisms are present in excreta
of infected persons. Proper exreta disposal
interrupts the cycle of disease transmission by
preventing humans, animals and insects coming ìnto
contact with faeces and urine. This will reduce
the possibilities of further transmission of
disease (rable I).

Table I. Prevention of transmission of water and
sanitation related diseases (van Wijk-
Sijbesma 1985, adapted from WHO1983).

Discane Safc Safc Personal Safc Saíe winle
witer cxcrcta and hlndling watcr di~-

dispoul domeotlc of food pos*l and
hypicnc driinagc

Diirrtioca ++ •4--l- ++ ++ —

Worm iflfcslaliofl~

roundworni + ++ + ++ +

whipworm + +-F -s- +-s- -s-
plnworm + ++ ++ +

hookworm + ++ + —

guinci worm + + — +

ochisiosomias;s + + + — — +

Skin ind eyc
iníeciioai~.and
louse-borne
mfeŒiofls — — + + — —

Mosquito and lly.
bornc infections

malarii — — — — +

ydlow fcvcr/
denguc — — +

liliriails — ++ — — ++

slceping sickneos — — — — —

nvcr blindness — — — — —

Adapied from WHO (732)

+ + — high
+ medium
— — low or nigligiblc
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First, it is iinportant to bear in mind that
health benefits are never the sole, and
seldom the n~ajor, benefit of water supply and
sanitation project (Briscoe et al 1986).

Okun (1987) described:

Water supply and sanitation provìdes many
more benefits, however, benefits that are
essential to sustaìning the lives saved by
OTR (oral rehycjration therapy) and vital to
maintaining and enhancing the lives of adults
and children. wS&S prevents the causes of
diarrhea; controls many other water— and
sanitation—related diseases; improves the
delivery of primary health care; improves
nutritional status; services health centers
and schools; releases women from the heavy
and time—consuming burden of carrying water
froin distant sources; provides water for
household gardens and animals; proinotes
commercial activity, supports other sectors,
such as housing and industry; improves
cominunity organizations that can serve other
purposes; and, most significantly, improves
the quality of life in the conununity.

According to Parker (1985) the inajor benefits
based on his Botswana experiences were~ improved
health, privacy, convenience, status and
prevention of measles in cattle.

Taboos arid other cultural constraints associated
with the handlin•g of excreta may prevent the use
of excreta for economic purposes, but
environme:rital sanitation as an industry can
provide economic progress e.g. busiriess
opportunities, jobs etc.

Although Edwards (1988) stated that effective
institutional developinent projects are not commori,
environmental sanitation programmes could also be
used in strengthening ininistries, regiona].
authorities, private enterprises or communities
alike.

The private sector has not been very keen on
investîng in the sanitation, but certainly taking
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into account the huge inarkets for the improved
facilities, it would be worthwhile to investigate
the possibilities of investinents and actions to
make this sector commercial and productive.

Sulabh Shauchalaya Sansthan is e.g. an Indian,
though non—profit making organization provìding
low-cost sanitation facilities on a cominercial
basis for hundreds of thousands who do not have
their own facilities in large and sinall urban
centres (Vijayendra 1979).
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3 PROVIDING SERVICES THAT PEOPLE ARE WILLING AND ABLE TO
PAY FOR

Sanitatì()n differs from water supply, because
sanitation facilities are likely to be in inost of
the cases more or less private instead of being
coiiununity ìnanaged, i.e. facilities are more in
rural areas an individual or fainily responsibility
rather than community responsibility.

People cLo want improved services, but only if
these meet their perceived needs, users are able
and wil].ing to pay for the services that they
perceive valuable.

Briscoe et al (1988) described:

Rural people alìnost always want improved
water supplies, but seldom want to itivest in
sanitation improvenients. A recent survey in
Zimbabwe showed that 26% of the women and 20%
of men saw improved water supply as their
inost important develoment need. Although
there has been a relatively successful effort
to iinprove excreta disposal facilities in
rural areas of the country, less than 1% of
won~en and no inen put. improved excreta
dis~ßa1 at the top of the list. There is,
however, consistent evidence from Asia,
Afrlca, and Latin Ainerica that if improved
excreta disposal facilities are promoted in
conjuction with a water supply program that
meets the felt needs of the people, improved
latrines will often be built and used.

People throughout the world have an array of
strongly held beliefs about defecation, but
where improved facilities are wanted, surveys
iri India, !4alesia, Mexico, Zimbabwe, and
other parts of the world show the principal
perceived benefits to be privacy

.

conviniençe. and stptus--but not health. It
follows that where population densities are
relatively low, demand tor iinproved
facilities for excreta disposal is rarely a
high priority.
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According to Kamau (1983) 47% of the interviewed
people felt that inadequate toilet facilities was
the inajcr problein in !4athare Valley squatter
settlemen,t in Nairobi, Kenya, and 90% felt that
even if it would have lead to increased cost for
housing, they preferred to have water-borne toilet
facilities connected to each plot.

People in Lesotho are rather investing in housing,
furniture and farming than in a latrine
(Dlangamandla 1985). Houses have a priority
because they can be rented out to provide some
income.

Analysis on Mozainbiques Improved Latrine
Progranune shows that people living near production
cooperatives, having relatively high econoinic
status and high educational level were more likely
than others buying iìnproved latrines (Muller
1988).

There are evidences that even in the poorer parts
of the developi.g world villagers have shown a
considerable ability to pay in cash for the
services they wanted. They are also willing to
make contributions in ].abour anð cash if there is
a clearly felt need for services.

In Ayadaw towriship, Burma funds were collected
froin all the households in the selected villages
to cover certain costs such as cement
transportation (U Tin U et al 1988). These ìnodel
villages also contributed labour to collect
construction materials from the supply depot. The
pans and squatting plates were distributed in
accordance with the availability of water anð the
abilìty of families to pay for thein. In 1978 orily
about 1O% of the population had access to proper
sanitation, and i.n 1985 about 90% respectively.

Finnwater (1986) recommended based on the report
by Wright (1984) that construction of latrines
should ~tire1y be financed by the users in Mtwara
Region, Tanzania.

Kalbermatten et al (1987) stated that in Baldia,
Karachi the people are paying for 90% of the
capital costs and all of operation and ìnaintenance
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of pour—flush latrines.

Water supply improvements may be the necessary
first st.ep in stiinulating demand for better
sanitatiain, and sanitation focused hygiene
education programmes in conjunction with rural
water supply projects ìnay reinforce this effect.

Willingness to pay for sanitation services is much
more problematic1 because willingness to pay for
such services is generally low, except in high—
income groups and densely populated areas. In most
cases coverage levels have been too low to achieve
significant health gains, and the heavy subsidies
(as usual) have gone to the rich, not to the poor.
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4 COUNTRY STRATEGY

Hurnan excreta disposal problems in
developing countries cannot be solved with
the strategies presently favoured by
governinents and aid agencies (Wiriblad 1987).

First, t:he strategy should be based on use of
public and private sector to create an environinent
in which coxninunity management can function
successfully. Secondly, it should be based on
affordable and sustainable technology.

The role of each sectoral agency or ministry in
participa.ting in the improveinent of health
conditions should be developed to fulfill the
requiremants of intersectoral cooperation.

Also the international agencies should develop
policies which cope better with the need of
intersect.oral cooperation in order to improve
health status.

Due to the coinplexity of the relationship between
water supply, excreta disposal and health the
strategy for health improvement requires
definitely an intersectoral approach.

If the sanitation programmes having einphasis on
the technical and engineering components only are
not linked with the other sectors, it is likely
that the full capacity in environment and health
improvement wil.1 not be utilized, and the
simultaneous effects of complementary
intersectoral development prograiuines will be lost.

However, in intersectoral programmes the
coordinatiori should be effective, because there is
a danger that the community would be given
confusing inforiuation from different parties.

To improve sanitation in rural areas, a latrine
construction programme could be includeð in
housing programmes like in Million Houses
project iri Sri Lanka (Cotton et al 1987). In this
programiue the village-level community and
individual housaholders are responsible for the
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provision of housing, with the Sri Lankas
National Housing Authority assuining the supportive
role. The loans to the householders are provided
on condition that a latrine is constructed if the
house does not already have one. Part of the loan
inay be uE;ed for the construction of the latrine.

Accordinci to Tennakoon (1988) the Department of
Health in $ri Lanka offers subsidies and provides
squattinçp plates and water—sealed porches as
incentives for latrine construction.

Tillman et al (1988) proposed that improved water
supply arLd sanitation should become together with
health eðucation and community participation
concept an integral part of irrigation projects.

When the policies are formulated, a special
attention should be paid to those groups most in
need. in practice the iðentification and
classification of those groups would not be
necessarily always that easy. If a special support
is to be given, the indicators determining, say
income lavels or the support required, have to be
such that they can be easily and reliably
measured.

In Harispattuwa Electorate, Sri Lanka e.g. the
percentage of the households receiving foodstamps
was 83 ìn one of the villages, but actually only
5% of the households were entitled to receive them
(University of Peradeniya 1983). This indicates
clearly that if the foodstaiups had been used as a
criterion for a special support regardirig latrine
construction, almost 80% of the households would
have enjoyed the support basically allocated only
for the poorest part of the population.

If the construction and use of improved latrines
are engouraged, and the external assistarice are to
be provided, the cominon strategy is to supply good
quality materials for construction. They could be
made available and then sold to the builders or
they could be given to the builders free of
charge. Also subsidies have been used to engourage
the households to build iinproved sanitatìon
facilities, but even in that kinð of programmes
the builders have covered at least part of the
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costs.

The national policy in Lesotho is that it is not
currently appropriate to provide grants or
materjals subsiðies for building of iinproved
sanitation facilities (Koina 1989). For those
having not sufficient cash to pay for the latrine
a loan scheme has been set up in conjuction with
Lesotho Bank.

In Botswana the sanitation prograiniue proinotes the
use of vi:P latrines through a policy of subsidized
self—help construction (Land et al 1989). The
householdt contributes 42% of the cost which is
about USD 115.

The Agua.runa and Huambisa Jungle Indian Cour~ci1
had developed what was considered in many ways a
model primary health care programme, yet during 11
years it had failed to iìnprove the health
condition.s because of the lack of emphasls on
preventive xneasures (Bartram et al 1988). New
ixnproved strategy integrating water supply,
hygiene education and sanitation is now being
developed.

The donors and the consultants working for them
usually have developed their own ideas on
sanitation programmes often based on the
experiences elsewhere, where the conditions xnight
have been completely different. The national
policies based on the local nee~s are therefore
useful, especially if they have been defined after
long experiences.
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5 LEGISLATION

An exampie of the existing legislation relatíng to
public health, water and sanitation can be gi~ten
froin Sri LanJ~a, where the Pradeshiya Sabhas Act,
No.15 of 1987 defines the duties of the Pradeshiya
Sabha regarding latrines (85-92) (Government of
Sri Lanka 1987b):

85. It shall be the duty of the Pradeshiya
Sabha-

(a) to take effective measures to secure
that adequate and proper latrine
accommodation is provided for all
houses, buildings and lands within such
area;

(b) to provide such public latrine
accommodation as it is necessary at all
places of public resort within its
lixnits; and

(c) to ensure that all latrine accomodation
both publjc anð private within it~
liinits is maintained in proper order and
condition.

This kirid of iaws and regulations should be
formulaterd and introduced bearing in mind that
they achieve nothing unless they can be
implexnerxted and enforced.

Samura (1989) listed one of the problems
inhibiting a sanitation programme in Tombo, Sierra
Leone that the village Development Coininittee has
little or no interference in the enforcement of
public health laws because of personnal
connections.

This shows clearly that the regulations and laws
alone are not enough. There has to be a firm
coxnmitment from the users to builð the facilities,
and use and maintain theìn properly. The
authorities also should carry out thelr
responsibilities properly.
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6 CtJLT~JRALASPECTS

Cultural practices can be either beneficial or
harmful t.o health and resistant to health care and
health promotion

Scotney (1986) described some exaìnples of beliefs
and traditions involved in peoples behaviour
regarding water and huxnan waste; the Masai
Manyattas of East Africa, and the isolated Jebel
villages of western Sudan believe that the members
of a family cannot contaminate their own water
supply. Soìne tribes fear utilization of their
waste to injure them by witchcraft, and in soine
African tribes children are tolð that their
fathers, who spend much time away from household,
do not defaecate and are superhuinan.

To get people convinced to build excreta ðisposal
facilities, and maintain a good personal hygiene
is certainly a difficult task if changes in
behaviour are not appropriately promoted in that
kind of situations.

In Lesotho, for instance, males and females do not
usually use the same cubiçle in coinmunal latrines,
rental units and in schools.

In some coinmurxities in Lesotho diarrhoeal diseases
are not seen to be caused by contact with taeces.
Illness is linked with the seasons, witchcraft or
the weather (Dlan.gamandla 1985),

A common belief in many societies is that
chi1dre~s and infants faeces are less . harmfull
than thoseof adults. With regard to intestinal
worm transmission childrens faeces are more
important source of infection for others, and
should be disposed in a safe way (Cairncross
1988).

Kejnänen (1983) described the situation in Sri
Lanka:

Iri some families the children do not use
toilets at all because they are afraid of the
pit. In these cases children urinate arxd
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defecate in the garden and mother carries the
faeces to the toilet or throws it under the
trees. Small childrens faeces seem not to be
considered as dirty things as adults faeces.
So, children are usually allowed to defecate
everywhere.

In Kenya an interesting social change caused by
the introduction of a digester occured among men
(Batchelor 1985):

Before the introduction men would not use a
latrine but continued to go into the bush.
The biogas generated excitement for the whole
fainily. Giving four extra hours of good light
in the evening, it increased the familys
enjoyinent of life. So it became a noble thing
to contribute to the digester.

During the interviews in two West Bank Palestinian
villages, villagers explained that latrines ha not
been part of traditional bedouin life, but two
factors had engouraged their acquisition of
latrines from 1965—85: the effect of school on the
children of the village and the demand for
latrines from visiting guests (Smith 1988).

Scotney (1986) also stated that the chief factor
of motivating people to construct and use latrines
is social pressure.

The Orangi Pilot Project in Karachi, Pakistan
started also a womens programme includìng health
education. Because custom requires women to stay
inšide their homes, the project introduced mobiled
teams which have meetings with women activists in
the lanes (Mustafa 1985).

In Pemba, Mozambique a survey on latrine ownership
showed no significant difference between different
religions (Muller 1988).

In cultures, where people are using water for anal
cleansing, the latrines with pour flush bowls are
preferable, and often used for decades.
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7 PROJECT PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

Within a single country there inay be as many rural
water supply and sanitation policies as there are
donors. In the past, so—called donor
coordination has often failed, but the climate
has now improved.

The role of water authorities in water supply anð
sanitation projects have been usually
overestimated and the servlces of the health
authoriti~ have been uriderestixnated,

The donor agencies have been providing support to
the water authorities, but not a sufficient
support to the health authorities. Hence the role
of the health authorities, since generally
speaking they are better struçtured to be
promoters at community level than the water
authorities, has beeri weak in the project
activities. This had decreased essentially the
community involvement in the projects.

If the conventional top-down ìnethods wiðely used
presently are to be rejected, and community
involvexnerit concept is to be developed further,
project prepaparation wil]. take detinitely more
time than general.ly in the past.

ThJ.s will require accordingly substantial
investment of staff time by donor and recipient
government aljke.

Rough screening tools, which can provide insìght
into the level of service that is likely to
appropriate in a particular type of community, anð
more precise tools are needed to determine the
wlllingness to pay for different service levels.

Institutional analyses will have to be performed
to specify the roles of different public sector,
private sector, and coxniuunity jnstitutions.
Technical, huinan resource, and financial
constraints will have to be identified. And
realistic targets have to be set, and appropriate
resources have to be allocated.
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Most success has been achieved through agencies
specifically created with organizational and
motivational skills in mind.

Aid can be only as effective as the policy

.

economic. and administrative environment in which
it operates. Aid therefore has to be concerned
with creating the fundamental conditions for its
own effectiveness.

If aid is to make a broad and sustained
contribution, it must be concerned not only with
the proper selection, design and ixnplementation of
individual projects, but also with the support of
broader sectoral and national efforts and
policies.

Multip].icity of donors and the complexity of their
separate procedures have increased recipientS
administratiorx heavy burðen. The budgetary process
of the recipient may also be inadequate to cope
with the deinands of multiple uncoordinated aid
activities for domestic resources to complement
the external ones supplied by donors.

According to Edwards et al (1988) the first months
of a priDjects life are critical because they
establish the manageinent pattern. Therefore there
is a need to have a project start—up workshop. The
report lists typical probleins in the first phase
of the project:

— insufficient host government support
— unclear roles
— unclear expectations for performance
— team strife and low trust
— lack of ðirection

To transfer technical information at community
level in ~imbabWe (Laver 1986), visual aids have
been developed both to teach people and proinote
the prograinme (Table 11). The visual inedia for
connnunicating about sanitation was assessed and
evaluated by health workers, experts and
development workers throughout Zimbabwe. Also the
Builders Instruction Manual was evaluated based on
the experiences in the field, and revised
according].y.



-.
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This kind of procedure will be in outmost
importance by correcting the deficiences and
inconsistencies in cominunications media.

Table 11. Methods and materials used in
(Laver 1988).

projects.
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In Sri :Lanka the Integrated Rural Development
Programme has followed a package approach in its
tea estate programme. The coinponents of the
package are water supply, latrines, housing
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i:rnproveinent/upgrading along with provision of
crèches, inaternity wards and dispensaries. The
setting up of volunteer groups and regular health
education progranime was also an integral part of
the progranime (Eckstein 1985).

Even the good health education progranime can not
guarantee the success of a sanitation prograinme,
if it does not taJ~e properly into account the
available respurces. The goals of the education
should be realistic and promote the best use of
the ofteri limited resources0

Those with the greatest health needs are the
poor--the least literate and the least likely
to understand the connection between poor
sanitation and illness or to have any extra
resources, either time or inoney, to devote to
heaith. Nor in inost instances do the poor
have ready access to health services (Yacoob
et al 1988).

For the very poor, additional considerations in
coinmunic~tion and in finance must be taken into
account. Ideally, if a country or coinmunity wants
to provide some sort of subsidy to poorer
residents, it is better (for inany reasons, but
especially for efficiency) to do so through a form
of general support rather than trough special
provisions in a particular sector.

7.1 Baseline Studies

According to Na~ayan-Parker (1988) baseline
stuðies can be invaluable in discovering cultural,
social, psychological, physical and organizational
factors of relevance to water supply and
sanitation. However, from the planners point of
view acadeiuic baseline studies have often been of
limited value, especially when the tiine—lag
betweefl the start of the study and the results
presentation has been long.

It would be useful, although sometimes expensive,
to study, how much contamination takes place
between when water was collected and when it was
consumed, and hygiene and sanitary habits in the
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coimnunity. If the study is not carefully planned
and executed, the results are difficult to
interpret and pointless.

This kiLnd of studies could give valuable
informatiLon in both local and global scale.

The baseline household survey in Belize (Campell
1988) had three purposes. First, to document water
supply and sanitation conditions in each village
household. Second, to increase the familiarity of
village residents with the goals, objectives and
procedures of the project, and third, to introduce
project staff to residents.

The st:ate of the primary health care
infrastructure should be well documented before
the start: up of the sanitation programmes.

7.2 Finance

The Asian Development Ban~ç (1986) estimates that
in the 1970-1984 period about 70% of all
investments in the water supply and sanitation
sector were allocated to urban water supply, 20—
25% to urban sanitation, and only 5-1O% to rural
water supply. Rural sanitation was largely
neglected.

The economic reforms have been necessary responses
to changing econoinic conditions and will have
important long-term benefits. Yet in the near term
they imply added stringency, further limiting the
public funds available for water supply and
sanitation.

Significant country-by-country differences also
exist. In Latin Ainerica and the Caribbean not a
single country invested inore than O.5% of its
economy in water supply and sanitation even in
booin years (Munoz, cited by Wiseman 1988)

The Governinent of Sri Lanka has allocated for the
water supply and sanitatìori sector 4.6% of all
capital expenditure in the years 1980-87
(Governmant of Sri Lanka 1987a). The actual
performance of the sector in the light of using
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the allocated capital resources has not been
satisfactory, because the actual expenditure has
been only 3.O%.

7.3 Tiineframe

Although desperate neeðs exist now, the focus
should be on ineeting the long—term needs.

If the goal is to provide sustainability and
replicability, this would definitely require a
longer time than usually adopted in the execution
of the water supply and sanitation prograimnes.
According to Yohalem et al (1987) experiences have
showri that generally five to seven years is
required to get community invoived in project, and
to transfer technologies and techriiques to
coinmunity leaders and official counterparts.

7.4 Coinmunity Involvement

Coiiununity participation, the organized
involvement of a coininunity in a developinent
effort, is expected to reduce increasingly
project costs, increase service coverage and
encourage technical and actininistrative
flexibility. It is also anticipated that it
will help improve operation and inaintenance
stiinulate broader socio—economic development
and enchange coininunity capacities fõr problem
solving (IRC 1988).

However, it is important to realize that soine
coiumunity members are more interesteç~ than others
in improving water supplies and sanitatìon.

Briscoe et al (1988) stated:

There are two important dangers. First, it
iS easy to roiuanticize the community,
expecting villagers in developing countries
to demonstrate a cohesion, capacity, and wìll
that do not exist elsewhere in either
developing or developed countries. Secondly,
it is wrong to trivialize the notion of
cominunity participation using this as an
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euphemism for low—cost labour.

The approach to conununìty involvenient has perhaps
not been realistic enough, because often it has
not been seen that community manageiuent will
require definitely adequate support from the
government.

,It is local people themselves, not those
trying to help them, who have the most
important role. The coinmunity itself must be
the primary decision maker, the primary
investor, the primary inaìntainer, the primary
organizer, and the primary overseer (Briscoe
et al 1988).

Governnients and external agencies inust estpblish
the environment in which communities can
construct, operate and manage improved facilities.

In the Orangi Pilot Project in Karachi, Pakistan,
the experiment has been; first to persuade the
residents that if they do not organize themselves
to iinprove their living condìtions, nobody will do
it for them, and they will face greater hardship;
second, to try to reduce the cost of a standard
sewerage system and third to provide the
interested residents with a low—cost technology
and the technical guidance and assistance for
constructing it, and to train theiu in its
maintenarice and upkeep (Mustafa 1985).

This self-help programme started in Septeiuber
1981, and by Deceinber 1984 1273 of a total of 3072
lanes had constructed sewerage lines, and of 43424
houses 20470 had built sanitary latrines connecteð
to the underground sewerage lines in the lanes.

Drucker (1985) did a review of 80 countries where
water projects were managed by an international
agency which was a leader in its strong coininitment
to the social eleinents of development. Its Board
of Directors has made it mandatory that coinmunity
participation must be an integral part of any
project.

According to his interpretation only 11 of the 80
indicated that the communitv Dlaved some Dart in
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planning.

Eng et al (1987) stated that it was essential to
include participation among the objectives of the
project; it must be the intended goal of project
planners.

Because of womens cent.ral role in household
hygiene, food preparation, and childcare, hygiene
education programines are of necessity for women,
and, because woman—to—womancoiiununication in such
inatters is more effective than inan-to-woman
cominunication,the prograinmes should usually be
conðucted by women.

The Technology Foruin for Appropriate Development
of the tîniversity of Ziinbabwe supported
introductory courses for women resulting in the
construction of over 17000 VIP latrines. Often the
women organized brick—making to finanze the
acquisition of other latrine componenets (Katare
cited by van ~Jijk—Sijbesma 1985).

7.5 Private Sector

Some key services are best perforined neither by
the governinent nor by the coinmunity, but the
private sector. A properly equipped and suitably
rewarded private sector can be an effeptive bridge
between the governinents liiui.ted capability to
service dispersed coinmunities and the conununitys
shortage of skills, tools, and materials.

In the past central governinerit agencies took a
large role for theiuselves, frequently ignoring the
potential of private sector institutions and local
initiatives. International aid agencies initially
welcomed a centralized approach, as this appeared
to be the best way to reach the largest nuinber of
people with improved services.

Non-governinental organizations (NGOS) can often
play a valuable role in identifying iinprovements
that conuuunity menibers want and have the capacity
to build and niaintain and working with coinmunities
to construct, operate, and maintain the
facilities.
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Briscoe et al (1988) recommended:

Public sector: proinoter, educator,
regulator, and in some cases, financier or
fina.ncial intermediary. Coinmunity: owner,
builder, iuanager and operator. Private
sector: provider of special skills,
inaterials, and services to the community.

7.6 Choice of Technology

It is ironic but true that inoperative water
supplies are found in areas where bicycles,
radios, irrigation pumps, ceiling fans, and
sinall industrial machines are reliably
maintained. It is apparent that what is at
fault is not the complexity of the
technology, but the top—down approaches being
followed iri the design of systems and the
maintenance of facilities (Briscoe et al
1988).

BI4Z Sector Paper (1984) stated that consuiners inay
have to accept lower, economically feasible supply
stanðards and simpler technologies. This is
justified because in many cases higher service
standards do not only improve health conditions
but mainly enhance users convenience.

The availabìlity of water even during the dry
season must be guaranteed before introducing pour
flush latrines. If there is scarcity of water
during the dry season a direct pit latrine with a
removable pour flush bowl can be constructed. When
this type of latrine is provided with a
ventilation pipe, it can be used as a vIP latrine
during the dry season (Cotton et al 1987).

Ground conditions will have an effect of the
technical solutions for the latrine construction.
If the ground is rocky1 bed rock is near the
surface or if the groundwater table is high, deep
pits are not feasible. The superstructure and pit
can be raised in such situations or even the
douple pit pour flush latrine might be considered
feasible because of the pits are rather shallow.
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Also an introduction of the Vietnamese type of
latrine could be considered.

The location of the latrine is quite important.
Although in many soils the movement of pollution
is quite sinall — perhaps as little as a metre or
two — it: will be sensible to dig pits as far as
possible from drinking water wells (Pickford
1988).

If in sparsely populated areas people are covering
their excreta with soil, they should be educated
to bury j~ at least to a depth of half a inetre,
which is enough to contro]. larvae of flies and
worms (Nordberg et al 1989).

Small children may find this cat method safer to
use than a conventional latrine.

The simple pit a metre square and a metre and half
deep would last for two to four years for a family
of six people (Pickford 1988). If there is plenty
of space around the house this kind of practice
would be sufficient sanitation measure.

Ministry of Health inspectors in Ziinbabwe village-
level sanitation programines have rejected lower—
cost structures znaðe with poles, grass and mud
because of their low life span (Morgan 1988). The
families are receiving a subsidy in the forin of
materials.

The DANIDA supported rural water supply and
sanitation project in Sri Lanka has also given
subsidies on condition that the latrines are inade
of acceptable inaterials and are of permanent type
(Kainpsax—Krüger 1989).

This kind of practice could be adopted if
materials of proper quality are made locally
available.

Winblad et al (1988) described that inost of the
SIDA-funðed Blair latrines had no fly-screen
because the recommended stainless steel screen was
not availablé in Zimbabwe. The recoininondation of
the report was either to change the technologies
or to start production of thìs key item within the
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country.

Experience iri Lesotho has shown that communal
latrines are not appropriate and that it is better
to lend inoney for the construction of latrines
than give ìt away (Blackett 1988).

In rura]. areas fly-screens, vent pipes and
reinforcing bars are sold through the network of
clinics, while district prisons are making and
selling concrete slabs.

In Mozanibique mainly the lack of building material
forced to give up the idea of a roofed
superstructure and a ventpipe (Brandberg 1985).
The szne].1 problem and fly control was solved by
using a light tight-fitting lid of high quality
concrete, cast iri the hole of the non—reinforceð
latrine slab. The additional advantage was also
noticed; it stopped cockroaches, the permanent
residents of pit latrines.

According to Muller (1988) traditional latrines
were very short—lived being replaced after less
than two years of construction in Ziinbabwe. This
was mainiy because they had filled up or poor soil
conditions had led to pit failure.

Efraimsson (1987) did not recommend the
traditional pit latrines due to various prob1e~is
encountered with thezn:

Whenever water is used in toilets for
bathing, anal cleaning etc. a pour flush
toilet can be feasible. if constructed with
alternately used pits it can be considered
the best available technology for on-site
sariitation.

Nordberg et al (1989) pointed out that yIP lptrine
hað been advocated too widely an~ too
uncriticall~:

Problems of high costs are solved by SIDA-
funded subsidies to private households.
Problezns of non-availability of transport and
matErials are solved by SIDA-funded iinport of
vehicles, fuel, reinforcement and flyscreens.
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The programmes are therefore not sustainable
by local resources.

In the future the deinand for food will be immense,
and accordingly the possibility of using composted
human excreta as fertilizer should be encouraged
whenever possible and recommendable. Also the
demand for household fuel and energy will increase
with population growth. Accordingly if long-terin
perspective is favoured, technology selected
should be promoting composting anð biogas
production.

Nordberg et al (1989) described that experiences
from the UNICEF-funded Wangingombe Project in
Iringa Region, Tanzania, showeð that the users
accept to reznove the coznpost, and the demand for
fertilizer is now so great that even the old pit
latrines have been dug up.

Various types of latrines were tested in
Bangladesh (Gibbs 1984): water-seal, iinproved pit
with a chute, ventilated improved pit, vietnamese
type, arid IvS (International Voluntary Services)
type made entirely from locally available
inaterials (bamboo). In September ].982, the
technology was evaluated. The main finding was
that if there was high adult female usage of
latrines, there was low child usage; anð vice
versa.

This finding indicates that if the superstructure
offered privacy, the children were afraid to use
such kind of a latrine, and the substructure
technology became a].most irre].evant in this
regard.

The recommondation was to direct the attention
towards the users needs rather than atteinpt to
use the perfect engineering solution, if the use
of the latrines is to assured. To guarantee
womens privacy, and to make children feel safe,
it was recominended to place the latrines inside
houses.

The second finding was that the IVS type of
latrines were not functional, because bamboo
tenðed to degrade quickly. This shows clearly that
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some local mpterials can be inappropriate, and
should not be used.

Kein~nen (1983) described in the study of
Harispattuwa, Sri Lanka:

Even if the latrines are not very far froin
the house they can be in very difficult
places. People have to climb up and down the
hill. That is why urinating and defecating
during the night usually takes place in the
garden. That is also why children often do
not use latrines.

To guarantee the vital usage of latrines,
especially by children and older members of the
family, it would be advisable to investigate the
possibilities to introduce the type of latrine,
which could be connected to the house. This would
offer increased convenience also to the other
users.

A limiting factor in the selection of technology
is also iack of space in squatter settlements and
in sozne densely populated rural areas e.g. in some
parts of Kandy District in Sri Lanka. In inany
instances eznptying of VIP type or pour flush
single pit latrine is not viable and practicable.

7.7 Production and Coristruction of Sanitation Facilities

In Zimbabwe the latrine slabs were znade by twelve
cominunity latrine construction co—operatives as a
result of a self-help pilot project (Paqui 1988).
Slabs which sell for USD1O each carry a life-time
guarantee, and znore than 25000 slabs have been
sold and installed.

In Sechura, Peru the introduction of iinproved
sanitation was done by building first public
latrines and then credit were maðeavailable for
self—help groups to construct domestic models
afterwards (Maber 1989). Local craftsmen were
involved at all stages of production, and thjs
ensured the acceptance and replicability of
technoloqy within the coiiununity.
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Iri Botswana the household is responsible for pit
excavatian and construction of superstructure
(Land et. al 1989). The District Council is in
charge of substructure construction. In some cases
it also offers a free door as an incentive for
rapid completition.

In Sri Lanka the conunon procedure in externally
supported programmes is that the household is
responsible for construction of the latrine, and
the programmes will provide subsidies covering
about 25-75~ of the inaterial cošts depending on
the donor agency. The prograinines normally provides
also latrine slabs and squatting pans with siphoris
to the households.

According to U Tin (J et al (1988) the local masons
in Ayadaw, Burma were trained in production of
ferro-ceinent squatting plates in the township
hospital compound. The construction of latrines by
the households was supervised by the village
working committee.

Efraimsson (1987) recommended that in Western
Province in Kenya a possibility of setting up a
larger central production unit capable of
producing pre—stressed concrete latrine slabs
shoulð be investigated.

This kind of a unit is feasible, if good quality
products, which could be re—used, can be produced
arid when the production and transportation costs
can be kept lower than the costs of on—site
production or the costs involved in sniall unit
productiori. The large unit can also create
permanent jobs, what should also be consiðered an
advantage.

Although user participation is recommended and a
necessity, the sustainability regarding products
and to some extend the introduction of new ideas
regarding technology advancements, and involvement
of private enterprises in production and
transportation should be promoted.
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7.8 Usage and Ma~Lntenanceof Sanitation Facilities

The provision of sanitation facilities, perhaps
the easiest part of the conununity water supply and
sanitation projects, does not ensure the
achieveinent of health benefits. The community
should also be inotivated to use and maintain the
facilities properly.

The require~ mo~ivation and education should be
carried out by agencies involved in coininunity
development and cominunity resources inobilization
rather than by agencies norinally responsible only
for t.he development and provision of physical
facilities.

A special attention should be paid to older peoole
and children, because it is important that the
whole coininunity will take use of the improved
sanitation. Parents should also be educated that
childrens excreta should be disposed properly in
the latrìrie.

The need of keeping the latrines (slabs, door
handles etc. depending on the type of latrirze)
hygienically clean should be communicated clearly.

The maintenance and repair practices should be
addressed efficiently within the users, because
poorly inaintained facilities quite easily will
discourage people from constructing and using
latrines,. Also such facilit.ies mean perhaps even
greater inconvenience to the users than their
earlier defaecation practices.

Kamau (J.983) stated that in Kenya in squatter
settleinents houses were owned by absentee
landlords who did not take care of the latrine
inaintenance. Since tenants were not socially
organized to take any action, nobody was
effectively responsible for maintenance, and
overfilled pits and collapsing superstructures
were a coinmon sight.

Muller (1988) described that in Ziinbabwe improved
latrines were kept clean and covered better than
traditional ones, mainly because of the purpose—
inade covers. Children did not start using the
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improved latrines younger than they did the
traditional ones. Latrines were used by children
at younger age in the householðs of high
educational level than elsewhere. The economic
level c)f the households had only a weak
correlation with the age at which children started
using latrines.

7.9 Environinenta]. Impact

The risk of contamination of water sources
is particularly great in areas with a high
population density, such as urban and urban
fringe areas, large planned settleinents,
inarkets, centres, etc. In such areas, the
choice of sanitatiori technologies is
part.icularly critical; low-cost technologies
SUCh as pit latrines may actually increase
the risk of contamination of water sources in
some cases, such as urban fringe areas
located near water courses (DANIDÃ 1988).

Àccording to Efraimsson (1987) the nuniber of
households without latrines is presenting a
serious threat to the entire population in Western
Province in Kenya. Traditional water sources in
the area are heavily containinated, and the present
water supply project in the area is also
developing groundwater resources.

If fired bricks are to be used for construction of
latrines, the effects of wood consuinption on
deforestation in this regard should be evaluated,
and considerations should be given to safeguard
the erivironment.

7.10 Review and Evaluation

Thorough assessment of overall objectives,
target groups and external factors that
determine success or failure is often
lacking (Introduction to Logical Project
Analysis, NORAD 1988 in NORAD 1989).

According to McGarry (1986) the Logical Frainework
Analysis, is currently used as a standardized
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project planning format by several international
agencies such as UNDP, CIDA, USAID, and GTZ. In
this inethod evaluation is incorporated within the
frainework covering all levels: efficiency

,

effectiveness. and impact.

In addit:ion to external review and evaluation,
also in-•house project review workshops should be
conducted.

The outcomes of such review Workshop could be
according to Frelick et al (1988):

- a better understanding of the objectîves,
status, and planning of the project

— participants come to know arid appreciate one
another better

— wrjtten agreements can be done on how
cooperation can be iinproved

— written statements can be formulated and agreed
on key proj-ect needs, management structure,
procedures of monitoring, coiuinunication,
frequency of meetings, reporting relationships,
and horizontal coordination

— time schedule for major project activities can
be prepared and agreed

Edwards (1988c) de8cribed the goals of a project
mid-teriii evaluation workshop:

— define the management functions
— exchanqe ideas about the management structures
— improve conflict—management skills
— evaluate project strategy and modify it as

needed
— review and revise as needed the agreements

between counterpart institutions
- strengthen interinstjtutional relations and

improve coordination
— define the roles
— incorporate the results of the workshop into

draft regional and project plans

Briscoe et al (1986) stated:

Because economic and social justifications
for water supply and sanitation programs are
Inore likely to be dominant in urban than in
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rural settings, it is usualiy in rural
settings that information on the health
impact of water supply and sanitation
interventions becomes critical to investment
decisions, and thus it is often in rural
sett:ings that health ìinpact evaluations will
be inost useful to planners deciding on the
level of resources to be devoted to the water
sUpply and sanitation sector.

Even well-designed scientific studies have found
it difficult to isolate direct effects of water
and sanit:ation iinprovements on comanunity health.

The results of health i1npact evaluation (HIE)
should be readily available, i.e. a HIE should
last 9-12 inonths in orðer to give required and
useful information to the planners of water supply
and sanitation programs (Briscoe et a3. 1986).

The benefits of the information generated by an
evaluation of a project are dependent on the size
of the next project to be undertaken, and bear no
particular relationship to the cost of the project
that is to be evaluated. Especia].ly, if the
information is to be used to replication of a
project on a large scale, the benefits on the
health iiopact wìll be large.

Additional social and economic benefits from the
projects should also be evaluated, and attention
should be paid to possibilities for intersectoral
cooperation to get cominunity inore involved in its
own development and to get people motivated to
utilize fully the services constructed.

Miniinum evaluation procedures (MEP) by WHO (1983)
recominended that the following should be
evaluated:

- functioning of the facilities
— utilization of facilities
- health impact
- proportion of households having improved

latrines
- sanitation hygiene
— sanitation reliability
— cultural acceptability
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— health education

In evaluation a special attention should be paid
to the defaecation practices of children. If
children are not using the latrines constructed
and contiriue to defaecate around as earlier it is
likely that health status will not improve.

National support system and other community
development programanes should be also evaluated.

Smith (1989) proposed that monotoring the rates of
latrine acquisition over a period of inany years
would provide a better understanding than a single
point measureinent.

7.11 Education and Notivation

If people in the developing world are to
have radically improved lives, it is first of
all necessary to teach thein to be
dissatisfie~d with the present situation and
at the same time inake thein appreciate how
they can work towards a better future
(Bidwell 1988).

The introduction of latrines in Finland in the
l9th century is described by Vuorela (1975, cited
by Katko L989):

The words used for referring to the latrine
were mostly of foreign origin (huusi, hyysi,
inakki, pikkukainari, priveetti). This would
indicate that the latrine was first introduced
in the upper c].asses. Still in the 1880s
information about latrines was spread by
soldiers who had been drafted for the reserve.
In the 1890s most houses in central
Ostrobothnia were equipped with a latrine. It
was, however, seldoin used, because who would
care to use one (Relander 1892).

In societies where inost people do not proceed
beyond the primary stage, priinary school takes on
greater role in health proinotion. The priinary
school health education syllabus should therefore
properly designed and iinplemented.
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The foll()wing ways could be useð in most effective
coinbinations for hygiene educatiori: school, adult
educatioii prograauanes, sectoral programmes of
training and extension services, non—governmental
organizat:ions, religious institutions, maternity
warðs, mass media, and person—to—person
COifliflUfliCfttiOfl.

Behaviour changes can occur only when health
education is follow by tt~e changes in the physical
envirpnluE~zÏ~,. It is no doubt very difficult to get
people not to use containinated water sources, if
there is no alternative.

School health action plan should be developed
including: upgrading school sanitation facilitìes
and sanitary conditions, teaching basic
sanitation, expanding and improved health
education programines, iininunization, medical
exaininations, inspections of sanitary conditions
of schoois and school yards.

tlsing la.trine-cleaning as punishment should be
discouraged as it tends to lower the status of
latrines (Dlangamandla 1988).

In higher education the curricula development
regarding the environmental hygiene should follow
the knowledge level required in the corresponding
branch of science.

Winblad (1987) suggested that health and latrines
should be treated as separate issues:

Better health is achieved by a faecal free
environment. Households build latrines for
other reasons than health (privacy,
convenience etc.) .

The different objections to latrine construction
in the coinanunity, like an unwillingness to share
the latrine, fear of contact of excreta, flies,
cost or time involved in construction etc. have to
be treated ðifferentiy, and the education and
inotivation campaigns should be formulated
accordingly.

If the connnunity has some kind of excreta disposal
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systems, like bucket latrines, the education and
motivatic)n could be directed to the construction
and usage of improved facilities, like pour flush
toilets etc.

The coinmunity sub—groups (tenants, owners etc.)
will require often different kind of approaches in
the education and motivatìon progranune.

The level of coanmunication and advice regarding
the const:ruction of the facilities will depend on
the selected technology. The detailed inforanation
and technical aðvice is required by the builders,
if they are to construct the improved latrines by
themselves.

If the selegtion coulð be done between various
latrine types people should be inade aware of the
advantages and disadvantages of differerit designs
in order to allow thein to inost suitable one for
their specific needs.

Hygiene eðucation packages covering all the basic
facts about environmental and personal hygiene
should be formulated to aneet the coaninunitys needs
to take the full advantage of the improved
facilities.

Narayan-Parker (1988) showed quite clearly that
unless women and children become convinced of Lhe
need to change the way they handle drinking water
at home it will continue to be polluted, despite
improvements at source.

Simpson-Hebert et al (1987) described a good
hygiene education programme active rather than
passive. The report also emphasized that inost
persorial hygiene is learned in the first five
years of life especially the habits regarding
urination and defaecation.

Torres et al (1988) recoaninended that target groups
for a social marketing programane would be; inothers
of toddlers (aged 1-3) and preschool children
(aged 4-6); primary school children and melnbers of
indigenous comanunes, sporting clubs and fariner
groups.
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If a new technology is introduced, definitely a
suitable coxnmunity education progranuue should
support that action.

According to Yacoob et al (1988) social marketing
offers a valuable approach solving problems in
water supply and sanitation that are related to
behaviour rather than technology.

Eoma (1989) points out that the VIP latrine is
xnarketed in Lesotho as affordable but not ~ust for
poor peop~ as this would reduce its status value

In Karachi, Pakistan a social worker spent several
months in a squatter settlement before the
cominunity lost its skepticism and participated in
a sanitation prograinme (Quratul Ain 1984, cited by
McGarry 1986). The local cricket club was the
first group to want the streets cleaned so that it
could play cricket without getting balls
constantly soiled.

Hasan (1988) points out that there is no longer a
need to motivate the people in Orangi township,
Karachi. Lanes are organizing themselves and
contact the project for technical assistance. The
project relying ort coxninunity involvement has
caused a major and social change. The lanes are
cleaner and healthier, and the people have
improved their houses and the value of their
property has gone up cortsiderably.

In Mozaxitbique it was discovered that people inost
coxnmonly learned of the improved latrine from
existinq~users (Muller 1988). Also a high nuiixber
of people were infornted on improved latrines by
the local politica]. authority.

Some key elements of the the effective
coxinnunication and health education are suinmari.zed
irt Table 111.
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7.12 Training

To review the training of economic planners,
acricultural extension workers, water
engineers, teachers, environmental
specialists, and other professlonal groups
who are to work in health-related fields, in
order to secure an adequate understanding of
intersectoral relationships with health
within their sphere of competence

t
(Resolution W11A39.22 adopted by the Thirty-
ninth world Health Assembly, May 1986).
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Table 111.
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The Water anð Sanitation for Health Project (WASH)
has trained nontechnical health, social, and other
workers already working at coinniunity levels in
latrine construction, solid waste disposal and
sullage disposal (Iseley et al 1984). These
workers would work with coiniiiunities to proinote
low—cost technologies.

7.13 Research

To encourage and support action-oriented
inult:idiscipl inary research focusing
socioeconoinic and environinental deterininants
of health in order to identify cost-effective
intersectoral actions for iniproving the
hea].th status of disadvantaged groups
(Resolution WHA39.22.).

Research, and especially applied research has had
unfortunately considerably low status when the aid
funds have been allocated in the past. If the
focus stays on the sustainable and replicable
developinent in environinental sanitation, to know
tIie nuinbers of constructed facilities is not
certainly enough.

How can desirable behavìour changes be obtained,
if the socio—cultural environment is not known?
Are they obtained after the prograinme completion?
Is the issue of introducing VIP latrine correct?
Are the a.dininistrative procedures, monitoring and
evaluation actually helping to reach the targets?
Are the allocated funds enough to obtain the
targets?
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The goals set for the International Drinking
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (IDWSSD)
will not be achieved (Refice Stateinent
1988).

Education

Water— and sanitation related diseases can be
easily prevented by introducing and practicing
simple measures. The transmission of diseases, and
the importance of personal hygiene such as hand—
washing should be understood. Improved sanitation
and water supplies are also necessary as well as
avoiding contaminated water and food.

The behavioural patterns are obtained during the
chilcthood, and therefore priinary schools should
provide children and through thein the families
with the required awareness and knowledge about
the good hygiene practices.

The user education should give a clear picture to
the users why latrines are neede, how the latrines
are to be built properly, and how the latrines are
inaintained.

Since people are in most cases aware of the
diseases caused by unhygienic conditions, the
required behavìoural changes can be obtained by
inaking the hardware component available.

User education is also required if the technology
favouring reuse and recycling of huinan waste is to
be introduced. This is absolutely of inajor
iinportance considering population growth food
production. energy requireinents. and environinental
pollution.

Coinmunity Invo lvement

The coinniunity involveinent should not be regarded
just as a meaningless philosophy but as a key
factor, if the log—term objectives are to be met.
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The people should be encouraged to act for
theinselves for improvement and change. The
strengthening of local self—help initiatives in
countrysi.de and urban sluin areas should be the
coininon interest of all the parties concerned;
governmerit agencies, non—governmental
organizations, donors, and people themselves.

Unplanned and uncontrolled infrastructure
development should be avoided, and environmental
management through coininunity participation should
be practised.

Health coininittees should be established in the
coinniunity itself to provide the continuity of the
externally supported programmes.

The effectiveness of the programines can be
improved through well—chosen coinmunication
strategy.

The community involvement should be innovative,
and it should rely on the coinmunitys prefererices.
The GTZ supported rural water supply and
sanitation project in Sri Lanka approached the
villagers, and requested them to identify the
village—level organization through which the
sanitation prograinine was to be channelled. The
villagers in that district usually chose the
Funeral Society as a coordinator for the
sanitation activities.

The sanitation prograinines should be, of course,
performance—oriented, but appropriate time should
be allowed to get to know the people to be entered
into partnership, their needs and preferences,
problems and ideas. Too often the baseline studies
and socioeconomic household surveys are offered as
a textbook solution, and in practice the real
fainiliarization has been neglected because of the
pressure of the rapid achieveinents in nuinbers of
sanitation facilities constructed.

Institutional Aspects

Because the necessity of coni~iunity involvement and
user education has been largely accepted and

~JBRARY ENCE CENT~

FORCOMM~~~WP~1ERSUPPLY P~
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included in the strategy, the focus should be
perhaps riow inore on the 1ega~. adininìstrative and
managerial fraineworks of the environmental
sanitation proqrammes.

When the externally supported rural and squatter
area sariitation and, why not also water supply,
prograinines are dìscussed, the better host
institutions would be those with experience
working wìth local communities. If water supply,
sanitation and hygiene education are integrated,
as they often are, the ministries dealing with
water supplies must be naturally involved, but
inerely only when adininistrative matters are
concerned or technical assistance and expertise is
needed.

Every effort should be done that the prograinmes
could ba carried out in existing adininistrative,
econoniic and technical infrastructure of host
countries. The roles of external supporters should
be limited inerely to those of financiers and
represent:atives of financiers/consultants with the
required professional skills.

The project docuinents when prepared should be more
specific wìth clear objectives and indicators,
stating what is done. how and by whoin, when and at
what cost~.

Huinan Resources

Unfortunately often there are very few coiniuunity
proinotion~ professlorials. socìal scientists

,

epidexnilogists and publlc health experts in rural
water supply and sanitation projects compared to
the nuinber of inanagerial and technical experts.
This is not to say that there are too many
technica]. experts in the projects but too few
other experts participating in preparation and
iinplementation of the programmes. The projects
should be always adequately staffed taking
properly into account the available human
resources in the host country. Sometiines there
seems tc) be a tendency that the externally
supported programmesare drawing the scarce human
resources from the host institutions where the
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salaries generally cannot compete wjth those in
private sector.

Sortage of trained and qualified personnel at all
levels is one of the major constraints when the
developing countries are trying to progress in
national sector. The lack of adequately trained
and motivated inanpower as one of the major
obstacles has been identified by inany agencies
having activities in water supply and sanitation
sector.

The hunian resources aspect should be carefully
considered and studied before plans for the
prograinmes are developed. Although
nationalization, possible and viable, should be
one of the objectives in externally supported
programmes, in many countries, when e.g. manning
ratios and staffing patterns in the sectors
involved are studied they generally do not yet
support this concept.

The externally supported programmes, although
having sometimes high priorities, cannot all have
the top priority and are not always of such
importance froin the host countries point of view
that local experts cannot be replaced with
expatriates, when the development of the sector
will request that.

However, the seconding expatriates as Qrojiect
managers shoulð be avoided whenever possible. The
human resources and capacities of private sector
should also be considered adequately when
prograinmes are planned and iinpleinented.

Evaluati on

The evaluations should be done either on in—house
basis or by teams consisting only the experts not
involved in any of the project activities but in
reviews and evaluations. The first evaluation
should merely iinprove the management functions,
operative planning and execution, and cooperation
within the project.

The second evaluation niethod should focus inore Qn
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policy, strategy, objectives, administrative
structures, and sustainability of the programmes
in order to get fresh ideas regarding these
issues. It inay be advisable to use soine of the
experts throughout the entire project so that they
would be better aware of the progress.

The sanitation development programmes should be
considered dynamic, because the preferences in
policies and even in latrine designs seein to be
changing constantly. The prograiumesshould offer
certain amount of flexibility in this regard, and
therefore monitoring and research projects with
owri budge~ are in outmost importance.

When the effectiveness and perforinance of ttie
programmeshave been evaluated or reviewed, often
ttie perforinance of the donor organizations,
sporisoring agents, and gôverruiient ministries have
been discussed little if anything at all. Usually
those responsible just for the daily routine
actjvities jri the environment made by the other
parties involved have been given all the beating.
One could easily thirik that the ineaning of the
word cooperation is sometimes interpreted
incorrectly.

If the effectiveness of the sanitation prograinmes
is to be measured, specific goals should be
forxnulated. Those goals should be clear, simple,
acceptable to all, and easy to measure.

An efflcient reporting and monitoring system
should be developed to provide ineaningful
information ori the prograinine. Specialists could be
used to set up the reporting and xnonitoring
system. Far too often it happensthat projects are
producing reports after reports, monthly,
quarterly, biannually, annually, review,
evaluation, you name it, offering actually very
little regarding meeting of the objectives, and
useless statistics. Quantity of the reporting
should not go ahead the quality. Objectives hardly
ever include writing and reading the reports.

To improve the perfarniance of the prograinmes iri—
house project start—up and review workshops should
be held. The outcomes of such workshops, if
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planned and ixnpleinented properly and attended by
ðecision-inakers froin all parties concerned, would
benefit t.he execution of the programmes.

Also an in—house mid—terin evaluation workshop
should be conducted in addition to the external
evaluation, if the size and time fraine of the
prograinine are requiring that.

Best Available Technology

Although the selected technology should always be
low—cost, perhaps the Best Available Techriology
(BAT) would be more appropriate , because best
definitely sounds better than low in this
context. However, the technology selected should
not be such that great efforts are needed
constantly just to prevent the latrine walls or
floor froin collapsing, like it is unforturiately
often the case with traditional latrines.

This kind of traditional latrines will not
support the idea of improved sanitation or
replicability, and jt makes the use of latrine
uncoinfortable and unsafe. If modern structures
can be built at a reasonable price and are more
durable requiring less maintenance, the builders
inight find thein more preferable than traditional
ones.

Childrens Excreta Disposal

The special attention should be paid to childrens
and infants excreta disposal. Although improved
latrines have been built in many areas, the health
impact has beeri relatively small, obviously
because children do not use the latrines.

Maternity wards and programmes should be used to
educate especially women to dispose stools of
infants properly. A separate pre—school latrine
could be built for them or they could get to use ~
potty. Children would feel also safer, if latrines
would be connected or built in houses. This kind
of technology woulð offer more privacy for women
required in some cultural environments, and more
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conveniericy to the users during heavy rains and in
the dark~

Sustainabi 1 ity

If we think ìn commercial marketing terms those
prograinmes which have not been successful, donor
orgariizations, sponsoring agents, government
officials and project inanagers have not met or
exceeded customers expectations. For how long can
the customers be kept unhappy?

The emphasis in sanitation programmes should be
rather on the health proxnçtion than just on the
provisiori of the sanitation facilities. Although
there is a huge lack of hygienic excreta disposal
facilities, in particular in rural areas, the
long—term objectives such as improveinents in
environinent and health should be considered more
meaningful than the number of the coinpleted
latrines.

The hardware components are only one link in a
long chain. The other liriks involve changing
hygiene habits and other factors and can require
actions ranging from providing better education to
promotinq public health programines. If anyone link
is miss~ng, health indicators may not improve.
Where 1t is not possible to upgrade all links
simultaneously, one must take a longer view,
proceed step by step, and not expect to see large
health iinprovements until the last step has been
completed.

Although the long-term objectives should always be
emphasized, the short—term objectives, like
convenience. privacy and cleaner flousehold
environ~e~ should be used effectively in
marketing the sanitation programmes. People tend
to appreciate the Lmmediate benefits of iinproved
sanitation after having approved this concept.

However, soxne regard should be given to the
considerably slow progress with sanitation
prograinmes taking into account the fast growing
population in many parts of the world, and the
declining or extremely modest economic growth.
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Questions should be raised also on what should be
done when the soinetimes heavily subsidized
latrines becoine full, and that will happen from
now onwards faster and faster.

Perhaps the nuinber of funttioning facilities is
decreasing as fast or even faster than new ones
are erected. Is it possible to einpty the latrine?
Can the materials be re—used, and to what extent?
Who is going to cover the additional costs or to
subsidize latrine construction once again?

If the questions can be answered, perhaps we would
think also strategies, techniques and technologies
a bit more differently than we do presently. T1ie
construction of sanitation facilities is to
continue indefinitely anyway.

The word sustainability would be a bit more than
just a new slogan, if the cost recovery concept
would be introduced innovatively and effectively
in the future programmes. Otherwise it would be
better to omit the whole word in the
documentation, and say goodbye to replicability.

The recominendations by the author to iinprove the
conditions in sariitation sector regarding
externally supported programmes:

1. Promote female education and autonomy.
2. Introduce legislation on environmental

sanitation.
3. Carry out market survey on environinental

sanitation.
4. Create dialogue between all parties involved

in the community development.
5. Create inarket through coininunication/social

marketing/hygiene education.
6. Satìsfy deuiand on the xnarket for improved

facilities.
7. Support community activities and provide

correct external assistance bearing in inind
sustainability and replicability.

8. Subsidize/provide ONLY schools and health
institutions with sanitation facilities when
requested by them.

9. Stre]rigthen the local organizations
(also those at grass—root level).
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10. Coordinate and cooperate with other external
agencies, and host institutions.

11. Continue communication/hygiene education with
a special focus on potential roles of women,
and DISPOSAL OF CHILDRENS FAECAL MATTER.

12. Enfarce legislation on environmental
sariitation.

13. Eval,uate and revise your actions as needed.
14. Use systematically applied research in the

sector projects.

There was a man living in a certain
village, whose son was working in
Lusaka. His son came to visit hiìu and
brought him a gift: a new shirt and
trousers. Tlie father thanked him
profusely. Six inonths later the son
received a parcel containing the shirt
and trousers. The accompanying note
read: Please, the shirt and trousers
need to be washed and inended. I am
waiting for your action, since I have
nothing to wear.
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RECOMMENDED BACKGROUND READING

Burgers, L., Boot, M. and van Wijk-Sijbesma, C.
1988. Hygiene Education in Water Supply and
Sanitation Progra.aes. Technical Paper No.27. IRC
International Water and Sanitation Centre. Hague.

Abstract

Based on more than 550 documents, this literature
review together with the selected and annodated
bibliography gives an overview of current
knowledge and experience in hygiene education in
community water supply and sanitation projects.
The revìew covers a range of documents including
unpublished reports and other inateria]. of limited
access. Aspects covered include importance and
purpose of hygiene education, various target
groups, changing hygiene related behaviour,
approaches to hygiene education, organization and
cost of programme, manpower and training require,
use of audio—visual tool, and school hygiene
education. A range of abstracts have been included
to facilitate access to information on trends,
experience and constraints in hygiene education ìn
the sector.

van Wijk-sijbesina, c. 1985. Participation of Woaen
in Water supply and Sanitation.. Roles and
Realities. IRC Internatìonal Reference Centre for
Conununity Water Supply and Sanitation. Technical
Paper Series 22. Hague. 191 p.

Abstract

A comprehensive review of 775 documents has
indicated many aspects of traditional involvement
of women in water supply and sanitation, which
have iinplications for projects and programmes
designed to iinprove these provisions. Their
traditional involvement demonstrates that woinen
have a potential role in such projects which will
benefit both the project and women themselves and
which will contribute to wider development.
Comparison of their actual participation with
these potential roles shows the contribution made
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by women to planning and design, construction,
maintenance and management of iinproved water
supply arid sanitation and to health education, and
denotes areas for further development and
research.

Boot, M. and Heijnen, H. 1988. ren Years of
Experience. Coiiaunity Water Supply and Sanitation
Progra1Lae, Pokhara, Western Developlkent Region,
Nepal. Technical Paper No.26. IRC International
Water anc5l Sanitation Centre. Hague. 104 p.

Abstract

The developinent and achievements over a ten—year
period of the Community Water Supply and
Sanitation Programme, Pokhara, in hill areas of
the Western Region are documented. The programme
concerns gravity fed water supply schemes with
public tapstands, and school and household
latrines. It is a joint effort of four parties:
rural communities, the Nepali Government, and
donor orqanizations tJNICEF and SATA/Helvetas.

Programma developments are traced from initial
focus on standardization of design and procedures
with duE attention to manpower training and
recruitmant. Over the ten—year period the emphasis
has changed increasingly to promotion of
sanitation and maintenance with due attention to
rehabilitation of coinpleted schemes. More recently
personal and environinental health have been
promoted as a means tq increase the benefits of
new water supplies. Experience in this community
based, low—cost programme shows how the conunitted
effort of aii parties has made steady and
sustained progress in building and extending the
programme.

Briscoe, J. and deFerranti, D. 1988. Water for
Rura]. Coaiiunities: Helping People Help The~se1ves.
The World Bank. Washington, D.C. 32p.

Abstract

Efforts to improve the water supplies used by
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peopie in rural areas in developing countries have
run into serious obstacles; not only are public
funds not availabie tc~ builð facilities for all,
but many newly constructed facilities have fallen
irito disrepair and disuse. Along with the numerous
faiiures there are also successes in this sector.
From these successes a new view has begun to
emerge of what the guiding principles of rural
water supply strategies should be.

This book brings together and speils out the
constituents of this einerging view. The central
message is that it is the local people theinselves,
not those trying to help them, who have the most
iniportant role to play. The conununity itself must
be the primary decisioninaker, the priinary
investor, the prii~ary organizer, and the primary
overseer. The authors examine the implications of
this primary principle for the inain policy issues-
the level of service to be provided in different
settings, the level and mechanisins for cost
recovery, the roles for the private and public
sectors, and the role of women.
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